DhabiCoin

Glossary
Bitcoin - Name of a cryptocurrency considered the first in the
world of this type, responsible for the resurgence of the free
banking system.
Blockchain - It is a technology that uses decentralization and
encryption as security against undue changes (it is i
mmutable). It consists of a chaining system of blocks where
each one needs to be consistent with all previous ones. It is the
basis for cryptocurrencies.
Copy Trading - Technique that allows traders to
automatically copy open positions managed by other traders.
BEP-20 - Smart contract standard in the BINANCE network
Binance - It is the name of the blockchain on which the Ether
currency (BNB) is based. This blockchain is known for its
flexibility and the possibility it offers for creating smart
contracts, including creating new currencies

Introduction
In the final of 2017, the world saw Bitcoin's record and this
arouse interest of a portion of the population that until then
did not even know about the existence of such currency. In the
United Arab Emirates, it was no different. However, despite the
emergence of other products related to this market, such as
payment systems, in general, this sector has not been innovative in the United Arab Emirates. More comprehensive and
integrated solutions are an untapped possibility. Cryptocurrencies promotes significantly changes in the way we know
the world of business and commercial transactions nowadays.
We must agree that this has a great potential for transforming
the society, going deeper than the trading market. Nonetheless, it is not to say that the trading market should be disregarded; on the contrary, its importance is such that it has given
visibility and has brought cryptocurrencies to the attention of
the general public, with its differentiated earnings possibility.
pass through it inclusion in a complete ecosystem. Or, as we
approached in this project, inclusion in a network of people
and complementary services.

The market seems to be the gateway to the world of cryptocurrencies and it is open to very different profiles. At one extreme
end is the experienced negotiator with complex strategies,
seeking advanced resources and a varied portfolio; at the
other extreme end, there is the casual investor, who just wants
to “buy bitcoins”, in the simplest way possible and hope his
value goes up. We can take advantage of this door and offer
those whopass through it inclusion in a complete ecosystem.
Or, as we approached in this project, inclusion in a network
of people and complementary services.

Vision, Mission e Values

Vision

Mission

Values

To be the world
reference in
cryptocurrencies,
presenting the best
solutions, connecting
people around the
world, making
cryptocurrencies reach
the daily lives of all of
them

Offer friendly and
secure digital currency
services, thus bringing
more people to the new
cryptocurrency
economy and offering
innovations to those
who already use them.

Focus on user
satisfaction, reliability,
agility, transparency,
collaboration,
innovation and
appreciation of human
relationships

Disclaimer
Despite adopting the nomenclature referring to currency, this
document does not constitute an offer of securities or a equest
for collective investment of any kind. By taking part in the
token generation event described in this document, the
participant agrees with the content of the documents
accessible at https://dhabicoin.ae/: This white paper;

Authorization/License
Dhabicoin Utility Token has the authority and license to
operate in the United Arab Emirates. In this way, the digital
asset Dhabicoin and operates legally, in compliance with the
months of legislation, will be in compliance with compliance
techniques, complying with Nesse sentido, transparency,
probity and security.
The license exposed here was acquired with the company
DMCC (Dubai Multi Commodities Centre).The license,
moreover, has a global function, as the UAE government has
instituted the license as an infrastructure center for financial
and commercial transactions around the world. In this sense,
Dhabi Coin Utility Token gains an advantage, as it is the
pioneer in the field of digital assets to be legalized before a
Sovereign State, including by obtaining a license for
international transactions.

Dhabi coin utility token
Dhabi Coin Utility Token unites social networking platforms,
payments, smart contracts, cryptocurrency university. We
understand that the synergy between these platforms, when
integrated, gives them greater value than the simple sum of
the parts, creating a revolutionary ecosystem in which people
can invest, negotiate, pay, and receive, as also inform and learn
about cryptocurrencies, in addition to use services of the
underlying technology.
With the focus not in the product itself, but on people, the
network meets the need for many profiles, such as:
Investors: those who wish to acquire cryptocurrencies as a
form of investment, profiting from their appreciation over
time. Often, they do not have the necessary knowledge to use
market tools, such as opening orders, etc., seeking only to buy
or sell their cryptocurrencies in the easiest and most direct
way possible;
Experienced traders: the trader is one who invests in
cryptocurrencies by performing frequent buying and selling
operations, gaining from the volatility of the currency. Instead

of simply betting on this or that currency, the trader is attentive to market movements and changes his investments as the
market changes, for this he needs advanced tools for trade
and analysis;
Beginning or casual traders: those who are already trading
cryptocurrencies, creating buy and sell orders, but do not yet
have the necessary experience to do their own analysis;
Merchants and consumers: those who wishs to use
cryptocurrencies for payment and receipt of products and
services in their daily lives. In addition, they are people who
can benefit from blockchain technology through smart
contracts for various aspects of their lives;
Enthusiastic and curious: perhaps all previous profiles fit a
little into this one, which comprises those who wish a better
understanding of this new world, or probe their knowledge of
technology, its applications, information on investment and
trade.

Solutions for merchants
and consumers
In general, cryptocurrencies adoption on a daily basis is
slowed down both by technical factors, as well as by the delay
in transactions and fees for the consumer, as well as lack of
knowledge of the community in general. In order to accelerate
this adoption, DHABICOIN offers an integrated payment
system that allows instant transactions.
It is important to note a huge difference to the other payment
solutions. In general, they are focused only on the merchant,
allowing him to receive payments in cryptocurrency, but in no
way facilitates the consumer's life. For example, it is still the
consumer who pays the mining fee when paying for a product.
The differential of the Dhabicoin network is precisely to offer a
payment network, including
both the trader and the
consumer, where both the trader and the consumer are part of
the same network.
For the trader, there are still advantages such as the facility to
convert the amounts received into currency, which can be
done instantly, or invest in the market. An area of prominence
for trader within the network also helps to solve another

current problem: the difficulty in finding establishments that
accept cryptocurrencies. On the network, it will be possible to
find online establishments or local businesses nearby, all in a
large showcase.
Another major innovation aimed at the consumer of products
and services is due to the smart contracts platform, which
facilitates the creation of contracts for payment of services
between
the
parties,
among
other
functions.
In the next sections, the modules that make up the Dhabicoin
network will be detailed.

Social Network
The social network is the central aspect of Dhabicoin, being
the base and the link between all the other modules.
Similar in its operation to established networks, it has a
Time Line, the possibility to follow other users and interact via
comments, shares, likes or even by private messages.
It has important advantages over generic platforms:
1. Because it has a KYC system, it is a network without “fakes”
profiles, a network where everyone is identified and you know
that you are following the real person or trade
2. Its members share the same focal point, which is the market
and use of cryptocurrencies
3. Encourages interactions between members that help them
grow as traders. By following leading traders, beginners are
better informed and can make better investment decisions.
4. By observing the actions of others and participating in the
discussions, it helps to make better informed decisions, due to
the effect of “wisdom of the crowd”.

TimeLine
In
this
communication
and
information
environment, users can receive news from other users and
post their opinions, discuss trends and share all kinds of
information with the rest of the community. The timeline
offers a quick and effective way to communicate with a large
number of people at the same time, being an ideal tool for
influencers.

Social Network
Private Messages: Communication between members of the
network is encouraged in the comments of the posts made,
with the participation of the entire community. But for
one-to-one, private communication, a direct messaging tool
between users is available. With it you can exchange
information instantly and align strategies in real time with
your investment partners in private groups.
News Aggregator (Blogs): Although much information is
generated and circulated on the Dhabicoin network, it is clear
that a large part of the news about cryptocurrencies circulates
outside it, mainly on specialized blogs. That is why the
network also has a blog news aggregator, which can be
customized with the blogs of interest (provided they are
compatible with the system and this really encompasses
almost everyone). Thus, when accessing the network, the user
has his "newspaper" with the most recent news from the blogs
he follows

Currencies Profile Page: As each user has a profile page on
the network, each currency also has a profile page, which is a
lso the entry point for their market. In this page will be showed
Information such as:
- Currency specific timeline (posts that mention it);
- Currency history and characteristics information;
- Analysis of currency performance in certain periods,
including graph, volume and maximum and minimum
quotation;
- Links to related information, such as the official website,
marketcap, blockchain explorer and others;
- Leading traders that excel in that currency.
Here are also options to buy and sell, including access to the
buy and sell assistant, as well as access to the exchange's
advanced trade area. In addition to these, there is also the
possibility to follow the currency, receiving in your timeline
everything posted related to it.

Smart Contract
Smart contracts are digital contracts in which terms are
written in lines of code, similar to a computer program. This
code is stored in a distributed blockchain network and is
traceable,
transparent and irreversible, with automatic
execution. In this way, smart contracts allows reliable
transactions and agreements to be carried out between the
parties (even if they are anonymous to each other), without the
need for a mediator, legal system or other enforcement
mechanism
other
than
the
blockchain
network
itself.
https://bscscan.com/address/0x220e6a613f00c79025d5611
b73639e045b186ff8
Contract information (Blockchain BINANCE): Although
these characteristics make smart contracts interesting and
suitable for various day to-day situations, their use is still very
restricted due, mainly, to an important aspect: the difficulty of
creation. As the contracts are based on programming code,
strictly speaking, it is necessary to have specialized technical
knowledge to create a smart contract. Solutions exist to
automate the process, but offering few contract options and
none in the United Arab Emirates.
Smart Contract Data (Blockchain BINANCE) BEP-20F

Support
Several operations within the network offer wizards that guide
users less experienced in performing the operation. Wizards
allow the user, through a sequence of simple steps, to perform
relatively complex tasks. This type of resource is what has
facilitated (in some cases, made possible) the use of
applications and computerized systems by laypeople.
Remembering that in the present context, the user can be a
layperson, not only in the use of the tool, but also in the
concept of cryptocurrencies. Examples of assistants:
1. Buy and sell assistant: guide the user who wants to buy or
sell cryptocurrencies through all the steps of the process.
When purchasing, for example, the user will be guided from
the deposit of currency, through the choice of the
cryptocurrency to be purchased, until the withdrawal of the
amount obtained for a
specific wallet, if so desired.
2. Investment assistant: by surveying the investment
objective, user profile and other information, this assistant
helps to select leading traders whose performance and risk
factors are in alignment, to be used with the SyncTrader

feature. The wizard also helps to dimension the amount of
funds to be placed in the SyncBox and to decide the best
security range.
3. Cash conversion assistant: related to the payment system, it
helps the merchant to make the best decision on how to
convert the received cryptocurrencies into currency, in order
to maximize his gain. Among other things, it allows the
comparison of the amount to be received with the amount that
would have been received, had the merchant had made sales
by currency.

KYC/AML
KYC/AML (know your client / anti money laundering)
A well-implemented KYC policy ensures that our operation
is in line with the legislation in force in the country regarding
this topic.
More than adapting to the legislation, it is our commitment
that funds obtained through operations on the network are not
used for illicit purposes.
We do not prevent users with incomplete registration from
trading, we only apply limits, which will be removed as the
user completes the necessary registration information.
The members of the network can still see, in a specific area, all
the information we have about it, typed data, documents sent
and information collected automatically, such as its location.

Dhabi coin utility token
Dhabi Coin Utility Token is our cryptographic token, created in
the BINANCE platform. It will be distributed at a token
generation event for those who contribute to the DHABICOIN
network project, as described in this document.
Token information: What are the advantages to acquire
Dhabicoin (DBC) Dhabicoin, BEP-20 token, its code written in
the Binance blockchain, in a high levels of
security,
decentralized and its users can be benefited with the enrich of
Dhabicoin. Dhabicoin a highly profitable asset for its holders.
ICO: Dhabi Coin Utility Token has a team motivated to build an
innovative network and take the next step in the evolution of
the market. This is a bold project, with the expectation of
completing all modules in just over a year.Although the
development is already in full swing, with the social
networking and exchange modules in progress, the complete
roadmap requires a worthy investment. As a result,
DHABICOIN will raise funds via contributions through this.

Dhabi coin utility token
How to contribute?
You contribute by purchasing DBC tokens through our website
https://dhabicoin.ae/public There you will find detailed
instructions.
Pre-ICO: Before ICO, we will have a phase aimed at larger
investors, who are looking to acquire large volumes of the
token.
ICO
• Presale (Round 1) DhabiCoin Token Value US$ 0.02
• Presale (Round 2) DhabiCoin Token Value US$ 0.04
• Sale 1 (Round 1) DhabiCoin Token Value US$ 0.07
• Sale FINAL (Round 2) DhabiCoin Token Value US$ 0.13
Transparency: From the launch of ICO and throughout our
performance in the market, we will have a marked presence in
the largest social networks, in which we will let the community
know about each step of the project. As part of our
transparency policy, we also offer an area in which all

participants who have contributed to ICO can have access to
information such as:
Spending on equipment;
Team payments;
Hiring consultancies and audits;
Progress of roadmap activities.
Our presence on social networks
Pre-launch contact and support: Our support during the ICO
phase can be obtained from the social networks above and
also via email: dhabicoin@dhabicoin.ae.
There is also a contact form in the private area, accessible to
those who are registered, for more agile support to those who
contributed.

Audit Dhabi Coin
The company Dhabi Coin was successfully approved in the a
udit and * received Techrate’s endorsement seal for its brand. *
Techrate is an Audit company formed by a team of engineers
and analysts, specialized in blockchain technology and business analytics, with high and extensive expertise in crypto
market, and famous by their market reports made during the
bull marke from and for projects
technical evaluations. The main advantage of cryptocurrencies like
DhabiCoin is that they allow fast transfers, in about ten minutes. This is the time required for the validation of the transaction. Cryptocurrency
transactions do not require any intermediary or bank intervention. For companies and customers, cryptocurrencies are, therefore, very advantageous, as they eliminate some bank charges reflected at the final price.
https:/techrate.org/

Infrastructure and Security
Any online service responsible for handling user funds has a
responsibility to be as secure as possible. In recent years,
security breaches have been widespread, causing losses of
funds
from
exchange
users
and
millions
of
cryptocurrency-related services
The DHABICOIN network was designed from the start with
safety in mind. For this, we adopt practices such as:
- Usage of updated technology always;
- Hiring external security consultants during development;
- Hiring vulnerability testing services via third-party
consultancy. Global CDN for anti DDoS protection
- Choosing the best hosting partner based on security and
certifications. Compliance with security standards such as
ISO 27001, PCI DSS, etc
Multi-factor authentication: Two-factor authentication (2FA)

is a requirement for users who have funds on the network
since, without having at least a second authentication factor;
the security of an online
account is greatly reduced.
The second recommended authentication factor is via
security code generated by a mobile application, such as
Google Authenticator.
In addition to this factor, others can be configured in the account, such as PIN requirement (personal identification
number) and also confirmation via e-mail. Activating all these
factors, we have intruder-proof accounts and complete security in withdrawal, payment or even opening purchase and
sale orders on the exchange.
Own development: The network development is carried out
internally, with its own team. This way of working ensures
security, agility in updating the platform and solving problems.
It also ensures the future of the platform is under control, both
by DHABICOIN and its users, as the internal development
provides flexibility to direct the project according to the
needs of the community.

Tourism And Dhabi
Coin Utility Token
What if you could travel, stay and enjoy the best of
tourism paying with Dhabi Coin?
Yes, luxury accommodation, high-end shopping,
five-star restaurants and incredible nightlife, all of this
can be enjoyed with DhabiCoin.
Dhabi Coin enters the scene as is forming solid and
attractive partnerships so that these goods and services
are paid for with it. What's more, tours of dunes and
scenic spots can also be paid for with Dhabi Coin. In
addition Dhabi Coin also partners with travel agencies
with packages to the best places and portraits in the
world.

Metaverse
The World created within the Metaverse of The DhabiCoin is
born in 3 Stages, being the first moment focused on bringing
the execution team of the Dhabi with its followers.
The second moment to create service spaces, shares and
points of sale within the Metaverse for partners, employees
and investors.
Closing with the Third moment, MetaDubai a universe that
explore with what is best of technology and immersion of the
Metaverse exploring sights and activities that are also
reflected in real life.
This is MetaDubai.

Distribution of tokens
Presale (Round 2)
DhabiCoin Token
Value $ 0.04

Presale (Round 1)
DhabiCoin Token
Value $ 0.02

Partners
and advisors

10%
10%

AirDrop
Bounties

10%

20%
Project time

Branding and
Marketing

Bounty

10%

20%

20%

Sale (Round 1)
DhabiCoin Token
Value $ 0.07

20%
10%

40%

20%

Legal Financial
Overhead

10%
Infastructure

Sale End (Round 2 End )
DhabiCoin Token
Value $ 0.13

Exchange

Wallet Dhabi Coin
Dhabi Coin is born with a complete Wallet to offer the first
utilities to its customers, such as:
-

Receipt
Transfer
Ease of purchase with Smartpay
Stake function
Integrated News Blog.

Development with all security for Android and IOS.

Rodmap

STARTEN

INCUBATOR
Starten is an incubator of Crypto Projects and Blockchain Technology
Development, development.
Form by passionate people for technology and social transformation. Our
purpose is to create businesses that change people's lives, generate
savings, jobs and opportunities around the world.
DhabiCoin has been approved in our Crypto Incubation Protocol
Starten Projects.

www.starten.global
@starten_global
Starten Incubadora
Starten Incubadora

Social media
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